
Electrical Counter Becomes the UK's Number
One Outlet for Hamilton Switches and Sockets

ASHFORD, UK, April 16, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ -- With over

14 categories of Hamilton switches and sockets, Electrical

Counter has become the UK’s number one online store for

this range steel, brass and well finished switches and

sockets

With over 14 categories of Hamilton switches and sockets,

Electrical Counter has become the UK’s number one online

store for this range steel, brass and well finished switches

and sockets. Hamilton is a British manufacturer of quality

and bespoke electrical brass, nickel and chrome plug

sockets, switches and other audio and lighting control

systems.

Available now online at the Electrical Counter is three ranges of Hamilton light switches and plug

sockets to suit various homes and styles. Available are designs and features for periodic homes

and more contemporary, modern styles, too

The first of the range is the Woods Collection from Hamilton. A fairly standard range consisting

of two beautiful edge finishes including chamfered and ovolo. The chamfered design is a classic

pattern that employs four separate finishes which include antique mahogany and dark oak, for

the more traditional property, and light oak and medium oak, which is far more versatile. The

ovolo finish employs the same four sub-finishes, but comes across as a far more traditional and

wooden look that chamfered.

The next range from Hamilton is the super Hartland CFX colours range of switches and sockets.

Each product is a stylish extra thin plastic plate with concealed fixing accessories. Available are

three colours in this range, including a real bright white with various coloured inserts. A jet black

choice is also available, which like the bright white colour range, has a primary colour with a

various coloured inserts propelling the design. The final product range from the CFX colours is

the Pillar Box Red range. A delightful section of switches and sockets in a strong red blood

configuration.

Last of the ranges from Hamilton via the Electrical counter is the Hartland range which involves
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classic chrome plug sockets and brass switches. Available are eight excellent ranges of switches

and sockets which include dimmer switches, dolly switches, media chrome plug sockets, TV and

SAT inputs, grid plates and various other switches and sockets for a wide range of uses and

applications. The eight ranges of finishes are as follows: for more traditional homes, polished

brass, satin brass, black nickel and antique brass. For your more modern fit, finishes include

bright chrome, bright stainless steel, pearl oyster and satin chrome.

Customers can find a wide range of switches and sockets, not only from Hamilton, but from

other exciting and top brand. Available online is the best selling nexus range of plug sockets, too.

A high-quality range of switches and sockets for customers to choose from online today.

Electrical Counter are an online wholesaler of electrical goods. Based in Ashford, Kent, the

company have a wide range of products including switches and sockets, lighting, ventilation and

much more. A huge range of brands are available including BG Nexus, Hyco, Philips and much

more.
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